Deepak ji
POWER Numerology Report for Maximum
Success and Prosperity in Your Life

Know Yourself & Karma Accurately and Coming 5
Years Predictions Month wise
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Your Birth and Name Details
Dear Deepak Ji
Thank you for your trust and especially the divine science of
astrology and numbers or astro-numerology.
Abc
date of birth 29/10/1969 = 37= 10= 1=sun
after 2021
time 8.45 am
place Bhagalpur bihar
abc
ServiceName
email id
xyz@gmail.com
Month of birth
10
dob
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29
year of birth
1969
time of birth
8.75
first name
abac
middle name
ff
last name
cc
minutes of birth
45
hour of birth
8
place of birth
Bhagalpur
country
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India
Your Lagna & Navamsa Horoscope Details:
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Your Questions – answered here (comments) as a special
BONUS for you:
as far my numerology report kindly see
1 will.I teach in.execurive ranks
YES for sure.
Kindly read the report fro details on how to and whern.
2 my son who is 11 yr how his future prospects get good
academic results in.his life
Your son’s planet is Jupiter, its just OK in the 11th bhava.
Rest he can be best helped by his horoscope and borth details.
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 It would be a life atrnsofrming and life long gift for him. We
plan to do the same in best schools here in the NCR.
 It always helps to get astro-numerology guidance much
younger in life to reap maximum benefits for anyone- as it
helps the young ones to focus energies in the right direction
at much younger age. Worth investment with high returns
 As future planning/upaya and risk control report would help
in saving money/time and also eliminate any future risk to
health & education/emotional etc.
3 family life
Kindly read the report for details- on how the coming 20 year
would be.
4 mental peace
since I am residing at Maharashtra and family are
residing at Jharkhand
till date I have not doing anything wrong which is against
morale except mentally support to the said lady staff
what are the precaution.I.have or take and remedy
thereof
The question is not clear as such. Also Kindly read the report fro
details- on how the coming 20 year would be.
Sent from OPPO Mail
Your Basic Birth Numbers
THIS IS THE CHART OF
sanjeev verma
=======================================
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============================
UNIT UNIT UNIT SYSTEM & the sum is 22
the name 1 is
UNIT UNIT UNIT SYSTEM & the sum is 19
the name 2 is
UNIT UNIT UNIT SYSTEM & the sum is 23
the name 3 is
=======================================
============================
ENERGY DISTRIBUTION
-------------------PHYSICAL plane is equal to 5
MENTAL plane is equal to 5
EMOTIONAL plane is equal to 3
INTUITIVE plane is equal to 4
name 1 = 22, name 2 = 19 name 3 = 23
 LIFE PATH number is = 64 [1]=sun and Saturn
 BIRTH DATE Number is = 29 [11]= moon negative
 NAME NUMBER is = 64 [1] = sun
 POWER NUMBER is = 128 [11]= moon negative
=======================================
============================
POINT OF INTENSITY
-------------------ONE = 1 intensity is ====== 5 Expected == 3
TWO = 2 intensity is ====== 1 Expected == 1
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THREE = 3 intensity is ====== 1 Expected == 1
FOUR = 4 intensity is ====== 4 Expected == 1
FIVE = 5 intensity is ====== 4 Expected == 3
SIX = 6 intensity is ====== 0 Expected == 1
SEVEN = 7 intensity is ====== 0 Expected == 1
EIGHT = 8 intensity is ====== 0 Expected == 1
NINE = 9 intensity is ====== 2 Expected == 3
=======================================
============================
1) What you are born to do in Life – that would give
you maximum happiness( Your DESTINY Number =
1)?

 Your destiny number is 1, the number ruled by
planet sun or surya, you are born to become a
leader, but if you are not bent to ultilize the
potential of this number- it could make you meek
and weak.
 Number 1, if positively utilized gives courage
/initiative- which if you are able to show in office
satiations and home, you will naturally rise in life.
 Number 1 also stands for being creative – that is
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trying to find out new ways or creative ways of
solving matters or problems at office, this
approach would naturally lead to success in life.
Number 1 also means leadership and educative
ability- that is to demonstrate the ability to
deliver work and also act like leader of people
than a follower. This would naturally help you to
attract grace of GOD and you living to the
potential for which you were born and living in
harmony in your destiny.
You also have to be more forceful and less
dependent on others – so as to gain maximum
happiness and success in married life and also in
office. You have to develop more assertiveness for
success. Doing YOGA would help you.
You have to avoid handling matters only your way
at office or home – if in case this tendency is
there.
You need to avoid being obstinate or too
touchy/sensitive in your approach to do things.
Avoid being aggressive/boastful – in office
situations or event at home for best effects in life.
Sensitive ego has to be taken care of.
 Impact or effect on your Career:
 In career this means you have to show your will
power/initiative to get success. Life or career
may mean to take extra initiative and steps to
prove you. Then success and satisfaction would
come your way naturally just like bees come to
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flowers. 
 Impact on your Family:
 You are a sensitive person, but you have to
avoid being dominating and headstrong at
times. You need to follow the conventions and
take initiative in family matters and solve them
with your new ways of problems solving. This
talent is hidden in you and you have to make it
come out.
 Impact on Relationships & Love:


You have to avoid being dominating or insistent
in relationships, infact you have to take initiative
to maintain newness in relationships.

 You have a good sense of wit and humor and
you should develop it to maximum for success in
personal life.
 Yes you may be too protective about yourself
respect as well at times.
 Impact on Money and Finances:
Use of will power and initiative in doing
things at work and also taking the right initiative in investments
would naturally bring in more money to your home or family.
 BONUS: Cross Correlation of this Number
with your Horoscope or Kundli(Unique and
Rare feature not available anywhere in the
world):
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 Your lagans is mars is weak at some 1+ degrees
in Capricorn sign and house of initiatives the 3rd
bhava, so you have the seed ort ability within to
perform action due to exalted mars and also in
3rd bhava or house of yours- but due to mars
being weak- you may do more aggressive
actions that is not needed at all.
 Or you may not be able to continue with your
efforts for long a breakup in between.
 This is what you have to take care of, that is
avoid impulsive action and try to do steady
effort YOGA could help you do this.

2) What are your natural talents(name number =1 )
that you are born with?

 Your name number is also 1= sun, so slowly and surely you
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would go to the top position. But you will have to shed off
your secondary approach and show extra initiative to do
things and leadership etc as suggested above.
 You need to show more courage and initiative in life in
family/personal and office matters for maximum success.
There is no way out otherwise.
 That’s is GOD has put you in this situation, you have the
ability to work hard and with action/mars in 3rd bhava- so
use that ability for maximum success in life.
 You should be able to assertively guide people, not be
dependent on them mentally or emotionally. This applies to
any office situation or home or family one.
 Impact or effect on your Career:
 There will; be situations in office life and family
when people would lean on you for help. You
have t do with developing your leadership
abilities and knowledge and with confidence.
 Impact on your Family:
 In family or situations with relative’s or children
you have to act like a pillar of guidance and
knowledge. so that people build up more trust
with you.
 Impact on Relationships & Love:
 People whom you love would lean on you and
you have to avoid being headstrong, instead you
have to be assertive and positive and act like a
pillar of strength to improve the quality of your
relationships
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 Impact on Money and Finances:
 Taking your due initiative would definitely take
you to higher positions. Also this could help you
in salary. Plus well though initiatives with your
will power is going to suit you.
 BONUS:
 Cross Correlation of this Number with your
Horoscope or Kundli:

 The effects and correlation is same as the above number,
also note that in your house of action you have sun=
number 1, so in action also in kundli you have to take
initiative and lead and if you become negative or follower
issues would come in.
 YOGA and doctor could bring you out of this situations.
 As we have said earlier Sun is in the 12th bhava As 10th lord
is in 12th, you may work in a far off place away from birth.
There could be lack of comforts and trouble in life in
general.
 But with will power and initiative, you could slowly change
the situation and may be try to get back to your roots.
 Also sri yantra could help
3) Your additional talents due to your birth number =
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29=11 =2 – and what does it mean?

 The birth number of 29=11 =2 – makes you highly
sensitive person.
 This could give you a good ability to cooperate and
coordinate with others that could help you win your
goals of becoming a leader.
 But on the downside the sensitivity and low
confidence due to moon could impact your
performance .
 Moon could make you with a fickle mind but your
destiny demands you to be firm and fixed- this could
cause issues in office and family settings.
 You have to be else emotional/ and firm.
 You may have a delicate ego and get easily hurt, this
you have to control working with YOGA or doctor if it
is interfering with your performance.
 You have a good ability to collect data and tact to
connect to people, this could help you do well in
office situations.
 You have to strictly avoid shyness and timidity in
behavior to surge ahead in life.
 If you want to be efficient- you have to avoid too
much attention to details
 You have a strong desire to love and companion ship.
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You will try to heal and comfort people like
colleagues/friends and family members.
 The number 11 here gives some basic inspiration and
spiritual influence as is conformed to some extent in
your horoscope or kundli.
 Impact or effect on your Career:
 Sensitivity and caring nature and ability to look
at details would help you in career. But being
overly concerned about details will slowdown
your deliveries or performance and also
sensitivity or shyness would work against you.
 Impact on your Family:
 You are sensitive, you could connect well and
help people at family front & colleagues, but you
have to ensure that this does not come in way
for your career or professional achievements.
 Impact on Relationships & Love:
 Sensitivity would always help, but being shy or
less confident would work against more mature
and better relationships.
 Impact on Money and Finances:
 Doing good collection of details, but maintaining
your initiative at job and any investment would
make you a good success.
 BONUS: Cross Correlation of this Number
with your Horoscope or Kundli:
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 One can see moon is strong in Taurus in 7th bhava/Kendrabut at the same time Taurus is ruled by Venus and Venus
sits on Virgo the sign of debility- so this brings in both
positive and negative qualities of moon for you.
 Moon yantra /pearl in silver etc and om Namoha shivaye
would help you. So would YOGA help.
4)what is your personality Number= 7, how you
influence others?

 The 7 personality number or ketu gives a good personality
with charm and sense of dressing atleast
 The manners are good – generally the person is friendly
and good. But at times may be reserved.
 Impact or effect on your Career:
 The 7 personality can help your destiny and
career giving you a basic streak of analyzing
matters, though moon could make you fairly
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emotional and way from facts
 Impact on your Family:
 7 personality could help you a bit picky
sometimes with family matters. But over all it is
OK. You need to connect closely always with
family members.
 Impact on Relationships & Love:
 Once again same as above, you have to connect
slowly with confidence and yes emotions and
avoid any tendency to stay aloof.
 Impact on Money and Finances:
 Number 7 or ketu could give you an edge in
investing and doing things better and number
one could give you some extra initiative to do
things better at office, so enhancing your money
flows.
 BONUS: Cross Correlation of this Number
with your Horoscope or Kundli:

 Your personality is defined by your lagna = mars- it is your
lagna lord. Also as the saying goes- “kujvate kute”, so just
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like mars ketu is there. So your lagan or personality is
influenced by ketu as well and also mars.
 Plus ketu aspects your 4th bhava or your mind, so has a fair
enough influence on your public image/personality -= 4th
bhava
5) What is your inner motivation in Life your heart
number= 21/3 =Jupiter?

What does your name
mean”
HEART'S MOTIVATION or DESIRE NUMBER is 3–Your
inner desires and Wishes?

 You may have an idealistic approach in life and achieve big
heights, but creativity may impact your goals as focus could
be impacted. But creativity in you could be well utilized and
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get the best in life.
You have a friendly and warm nature. You have a good
deals of inspiration in you as well due t your birth number.
You could be fairly talkative and express yourself more
creative or through art.
You could inspire and coach other and could be loving a lot.
You like pleasant conditions and harmonious surroundings
due to Jupiter. You want5 friendly and very pleasant
surroundings for yourself.
You have the capability and master of words and could help
in encouraging or inspiring people to do much better in life.
You have a great choice of words that would make you
distinct from others.
There is a downside in your personality as well due to
double Jupiter energy that you way withdraw yourself from
situations. You may get taciturn that’s what you have to
avoid now.
Take after the surges of your heart and do them.
Furthermore, you will be effectively fruitful in the realm of
back and proficient life. At times you worry about little
things too much that is a basic Jupiter trait. You will want
or improve the matters throughout everyday life in the
event that you take after your want to get things done on
an extensive scale. Try not to attempt to hold yourself
down to a restricted extent of action. Adhere to your
fantasies/dreams and influence them to work out as
expected, yet don't dream excessively and neglect to get
sensible.
You could be too caring and adapting into situations. You
will be a find in ended for people.
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 You are equipped for a profound love and of giving up
yourself for those you cherish. You need to have love and
be cherished.
 You have such a great amount of capacity to make others
happy and good about themselves. that you should never
be distant from everyone else or without affection. In the
event that you wind up without profound respect, it may be
on the grounds that you unknowingly end up noticeably
egotistical or smug.
 The number 3 may make you talk excessively and also
flaunt a bit. You have to keep yourself cheerful and
optimistic, and yes positive at heart.
 To win companions wear yellow sapphire, golden, and gold
as a major aspect of your goals in life.
 Impact or effect on your Career:
 You have creative and warm nature- that is
friendly at heart. This means easier acceptance
and your work place and also home. But if you
are too easy going at office or overtly friendly- it
could cause impediments to your career growth.
 Impact on your Family:
 Your warm and friendly nature would help you
connect to family members closely. But ensure
you use the right words with relatives.
 Impact on Relationships & Love:
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 You are deeply romantic in nature and believe in
or desire give and take in relationships. You may
not be easily able to forget relationships.
 Impact on Money and Finances:
 Your friendly nature would help
you attract money, but at the
same time being too easy
going could impact your ability
to achieve office goals. So
apart from being friendly and
emotional you need to focus on
your office goals as well.
 BONUS: Cross Correlation of this Number
with your Horoscope or Kundli:

 The dispositer of your moon/mind and
heart is Venus, that is sitting in Virgo sign
with Jupiter(the ruler of number 3) , plus
there is an aspect of Jupiter sitting in the
friend’s house to 7th bhava, so clearly
indicating that friends and friendship and
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fun may mean a lot to you- but
professionally you will have to work in a
planned manner for maximum success in
life.
How to align your actions and heart desire=3 to
your destiny= 1?

 You have a motivation number of 3 that is a positive aspect
of planet Jupiter if wisely used. Life will bring you many
encounters and a decent many changes. Your core goal is
to in a happy go lucky fashion move ahead. You may find it
difficult at times to relate yourself for all time with people
around you n person life, or work or undertaking—despite
the fact that you may want to do the same.
 Your growth would come by positive and enthusiasm and
yes the hidden creativity within you. Realize that enduring
joy can't exist when the privilege to be free isn't completely
ensured. You will have to reacts your personality more in a
positive sense as Jupiter energy would like you to do so.
You have to learn this lesson to be positive and optimistic
and also help other people to figure out how to live more
completely and joyfully. You will generate good karma that
would come back to you form cosmos.
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 If in case your life isn't free, develop the creative genius
and adaptability which is in your personality. What's more,
utilize your keenness to stay up with the latest and in the
surge of as the world in the creativity matters. You need to
embrace the new things in life. Acknowledge the new
changes that are coming in life and make it a venturing
stone to development and more prominent fulfillment.
 You may rebel against traditions that you have avoid being
and aligned with others. Rather, it remains for edification,
strength, desire and eagerness to learn. Keep your stance
positive now. Decline to be abandoned in the race for
money.
 BONUS: Cross Correlation of this Number
with your Horoscope or Kundli:

 Already covered above.
6)How would you respond to the world or life
challenges as you grow more mature beyond 35 years
of age- your maturity Numbers = 11 =2 MOON
negative?
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 As you grow in life as your number is a spiritual
number 11 and also your birth number
 You will gravitate more towards spirituality in
life. Yes stress of mind has to be kept in control
with the same
 You may lose much interest in materialistic
things and may turn more towards GOD and
mediation.
 Impact or effect on your Career:
 As you grow older there could be less interest in
achievements, though your destiny would
demand you to perform and do well in life. So
you have to balance spirituality and also
professional life.
 Impact on your Family:
 Family life would be OK as your interest in GOD
would help them. But you have to avoid stress
and also ensure you don’t fall back on the career
front.
 Impact on Relationships & Love:
 If you can control your nervousness and stressyour relationships would grow richer, but you
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have to perform well as well at office to keep
progression in your material goals.
 Impact on Money and Finances:
 You have to avoid heavy investments or too
much of trust on people as you grow in age.
Give more trust to GOD. With proper mediation
and collection of details/cooperation you could
gain money.
7)what are the obstacles or core challenges(number
=4 now) in your life and how to overcome the same?

 You have to handle challenges of life with open
mind and being practical. You have to avoid
being theoretical or idealistic if you want success
 You need to ensure that work in hand gets done
and you do it efficiently with practical common
sense as number 4= rahu.
 Impact or effect on your Career:
 If you have not developed hands-on and
practical approach and common sense or if you
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are not tenacious and not working hard- this
could have an impact on career and you may
not be able to deliver.
 You have to learn to build things slowly and be
tenacious than leaving them halfway.
 Impact on your Family:
 Any rigidity in attitude could result in
resentment in family also if salary impacted this
could also cause resentment.
 Impact on Relationships & Love:
 You have to be open minded in your approach in
doing things. Let not rigidity come in place.
 Impact on Money and Finances:
 Hard work/discipline and practicality if missing
could impact salary/promotions and also your
investments- this needs to be slowly developed.
 BONUS: Cross Correlation of this Number
with your Horoscope or Kundli:

 You run Saturn maha dasa and it runs till 2028, Saturn
rules 3/initiates and 4th mind & public image and is weak in
Aries in 6th bhava.
 So rahu type or number 4 negativity could be there in the
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mind .
 Also your initiatives may not be steady as Saturn rules
house of initiatives and is weak in 6th bhava, so you have to
create a healthy Saturn and rahu by effort and upayas.
 Donate to old age homes and also donate black things to
poor and may be you already have Saturn yantra.
 Om Namoha shivaye 108 x as many times would help.
8)How does your talents connect to the life challenges
– and how best you could use it 1 x 4 ?

 Your destiny demands initiative and will power a=
number 1= sun and also your current time demands 4=
rahu, that is practicality and hard work- as this both is
missing at the moment so success is less. As you
strengthen them success would naturally come to you.
 Impact or effect on your Career:
 If you are able to work hard and tenaciously and
also taking new initiatives at office of will
succeed- else not .
 Impact on your Family:
 Once again you have to be positive/less
dominating and more open and flexible.
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 Impact on Relationships & Love:
 Fixed ness/ non practical approach and ego
issues could cause issues in love matters.
 Impact on Money and Finances:
 Yes, you can me more salary and money- but
you need to satisfy both- 1 and 4= take
initiative in work and also be practical and
hardworking and avoid getting too much
involved in details number 2.

 BONUS: Cross Correlation of this Number
with your Horoscope or Kundli:

 Already covered above.
9)How you could enhance your love and relationships
easily at home and office? Relationships &
Healing(dty=1,ht=3,b#=2/11,N#=1,P#=7):
 In relationships you could be very sensitive and extending
yourself for warmth and friendship.
 But at times you may become taciturn or insistent on your
views or get aggressive a lot , this has to be avoided.
 You have a great capacity to love and connect to people
due to moon and Jupiter energies- but you have avoid
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sudden aggression due to mars( 29th = 2-9, and 9- mars
and you are born in Scorpio sign as per western astrology.)
 Is impulsive and sudden actions despite your shyness and
warmth and also any kind of domination or avoidance of
leadership or initiative has to be avoided.
 You are very emotional and sentimental, more infatuated,
giving of your adoration profoundly and totally to people
whom you connect with in your life. You are great fun
when you were with people. Fun loving and no cares
attitude that would amuse your friend lot. You will make a
great friend or a buddy to anyone.
 BONUS: Cross Correlation of this Number
with your Horoscope or Kundli:

 Your relationships and friendship or long terms
is by Venus it is in the friend’s house and
debilitated- so rash actions could cause harm to
you.
 There is a blessing of healthy and happy Jupiter
in your horoscope to your relationships- that
connects to your number 3 in heart or
motivation number.
 So your warmth and friendliness/sensitivity
would keep people connected to you.
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11)How do you spend your energies or time- and how
you could best make use of your energies and time for
super success and happiness in life(your POI = 1 /4 /5
& 6-/8- and PMEI)?







PHYSICAL plane is equal to 5
MENTAL plane is equal to 5
EMOTIONAL plane is equal to 3
INTUITIVE plane is equal to 4
There is a more or less a balance of energies, but more
on mental or thinking plane and also material plane.
 5+ and 6- means you need to start taking more and
more responsibilities in your shoulders and avoid fun
loving or frolicking nature.
 A 3 on emotional plane could make you to fun loving
and emotional. You have to control your emotions
properly.
 Number 5 on mental and physical plane means you
need to develop focus on one thing at a time- you may
have multiple interest or spend energies in too many
things that has to be avoided for success and
happiness.
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 Impact or effect on your Career:
 Lack of focus and sense of responsibility 6could cause issues here. You need to develop
more ownership in your work deliverables.
 Impact on your Family:
 Highly emotional nature would help you connect
to your family, but thinking too much and also in
varied directions could cause you less focus on
family.
 Impact on Relationships & Love:
 You could get too emotional in relationships due
to 29/11=2 and also e=3, but avoid domination
due to number 1 in relationships and keep your
sensitive and caring and friendly nature up.
 Impact on Money and Finances:
 Once again of have to stay focused as 1**5 in
mental and physical plane means some focus is
needed in money matters for success and also
you should avoid emotional decisions (E=3) in
decision making about money.
 BONUS: Cross Correlation of this Number
with your Horoscope or Kundli:
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 Your most of the planets are in even sign- so suggesting
you would be more emotionally oriented .
 Lot of energy in 11th and 12th bhava- so suggesting spiritual
endeavors later in life plus connection to friends/11th bhava
and number 3
12) Areas where you could be a super success in life?:

 You are born to be leader of your herd wherever you are
working now.
But you need or exert yourself and take
initiative
that is properly directed and in the right
direction. This would naturally help you to come to the
top.
 You are basically a social person. You have a very warm
and friendly nature and would be gregarious to connect
to others being it friends or family people. You may have
a wide social circle but may be shy at times. you have
to avoid domination over people.
Lucky colors: blue, Pink, , yellow color
-------------------------------------------------
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 Impact or effect on your Career:
 Being a leader would bring in positivity in your
job and career and avoid negativity and
cycnism.
 Impact on your Family:
 Leadership in family and matters of relationships
would give of much more satisfaction that you
may have imagined.
 Impact on Relationships & Love:
 Once again confidence would help you counsel
people better and help them more.
 Impact on Money and Finances:
 Taking initiatives that are well thought and are
practical as well, you could be a great success.

 BONUS: Cross Correlation of this Number
with your Horoscope or Kundli:

 We have already discussed- sun= numbers( Your destiny
and name number) the lord of 10th bhava is in the 12th
bhava and also
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 Your lagan = weak mars, but in 3rd bhava.
 So taking initiative, and being leader in your area would
make a big difference to you in life.
 Apart from UPYAYS you should take initiative to go head in
life.
13) Core points for maximum Success & Happiness in
Life(Your destiny number x birth number x Name
Number)

i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
10
11
6

Wearing 5-6 rattis pukhraj (in gold to be worn in index
finger on Thursday) would be very good help in education.
Name change could help.
Try to use more of yellow color handkerchief – it would give
good results.
You could engrave this yantra on gold and wear it on your
index finger on Thursday on index finger- it can be very
lucky for you.
5
12
9
7
13
8

 Offer flowers and incense to the engraved yantra . Also
recite the following mantra with devotion, 108 to 19,000
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times (preferable for better results) yantra should be in
gold :
 *Yantra- help you significantly to channelize the positive
energies for your benefit as they are more intelligent than
gemstones. Remember it is a product you could use for
lifelong! Any local jeweler could help you to get it prepared.
OM BRIM BRAHASPATAYE NAMAH AUM
 While chanting mantra- your concentration should be on
the yantra. The worship should be done facing northeast
and the yantra should be washed and dried with a clean
yellow cloth. Then it should be honored by a tilak of yellow
sandalwood ground with saffron and camphor.
 Hanuman chalisa is also a must for you.
 So is om Namoha shivaye and or yantra for moon much
needed for you.
 BONUS: Cross Correlation of this Number
with your Horoscope or Kundli:

 Mars is weak and needs strengthening
 Sun is lord of career and here 2 numbers are
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there- so needs strengthening
 Moon is strong but on weak dispositer so needs
to strengthen.
 Jupiter connects to your heart desire so needs to
be strong
The coming 20 years- Major forces or numbers planets
working for you?

 PINNACLE-II is (54=9= mars) and Starts at Age(36)
running currently till 45
??? X BF
 Impact or effect on your Career:
 Impact on your Family:
 Impact on Relationships & Love:
 Impact on Money and Finances:
 BONUS: Cross Correlation of this Number
with your Horoscope or Kundli:
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 PINNACLE-III is (93= 12=3=Jupiter) and Starts at
Age(43) to 52
 Over all the pinnacle is good having strong Jupiter energy.
 You will get good time for socials and also growth in life.
 Good time for merriment and fun and yes money matters.
 Impact or effect on your Career:
 Overall growth would be there in career but with
a well planned effort and practicality.You have
not to get lost in friends or spending too much
energy here and there and get the best in your
career.
 Given your destiny 1= sun, you may get a bit
distracted from your professional work which
you should not.
 Impact on your Family:
 Good time for family life /fun and socials and
overall growth of your family.
 Given the fun loving ands sensitive nature of
yours- you will have a god and close time with
family.
 Impact on Relationships & Love:
 Good time for love and relationships and
friendships in general.
 Impact on Money and Finances:
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 Over all in general gains would be there for you
in money and salary and yes investments. But
you have to avoid haste.
 PINNACLE-IV is (35=8=Saturn) and Starts at Age(53) to
67
 This could be a pinnacle which could be demanding of your
work wise and professionally. You will have to push yourself
from your comfort zone for success. But once you do the
effort/take initiative you will do well and rise a lot if life.
 Your quest for knowing more/spirituality and dharma and
yes reading books as times would increase now.
 Impact or effect on your Career:


You will have to work hard and develop your
management skills as a lot of responsibility
would be coming to you. You may have larger
group to work with and yes money and salary
would be there. But you will have to perform
well this time.

 You will have to take initiative, control your over
sensitive or friendly nature and be a success in
life.
 Impact on your Family:
 You may get less time for family and may get
more focused on work. You will be more
achievement oriented now and yes money flow
and status could improve.
 Impact on Relationships & Love:
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You have to maintain your friendly and warm
nature and connect to your friends and folks n
own.

 Yes your inclinations rewards more study and
philosophy could also increase.
 Impact on Money and Finances:
======================================
=============================
 BIRTH FORCE II is = (29= 11= Moon negative) and
AGE starting is = 27 till 52nd years of age
 BIRTH FORCE III is = (25= 7 = ketu) and AGE starting
is = 52 till 67
name 1 = 22, name 2 = 19 name 3 = 23
LIFE PATH number is = 64 [1]= sun= will take you and make
you a leader or push you to lead positions as suggested above
for sure.
BIRTH DATE Number is = 29 [11]= gives sensitivity and
stress and yes good inspiration
NAME NUMBER is = 64 [1] = sun= gives good originality
that you have to use
POWER NUMBER is = 128 [11]= moon negative= gives
spirituality and some stress
 Pinnacle
 Birth forces
 Maturity number
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 destiny
 BONUS: Cross Correlation of this Number
with your Horoscope or Kundli:

 Saturn period means till 2028, you will have to
work hard and prove yourself and crate your
image
 Beyond 2028 in mercury period, your focus
would be religiousness and also friends and
relatives and you may travel.
Predictions for coming 20 years, based on your ful
name and birth number- Year by year most accurate
Guide to plan and do the best in future
AGE

Year PY n1 n2

 49 2018 50
 50 2019 51

n
n

r
r

n3 essence
v
v

18
18

 This could be an eventful time with some delays
in matters and yes a lot of experiences
emotionally and also emotionally disturbing
time. But yes, you should in general have gains
in salary and money wise. You have to avoid
being impulsive .
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 Also 2018 could give some basic opportunities to
grow in career and more in 2019.
 Let not get emotionally drained out now or take
a conflict with anyone senior.
 You will have to deal with emotional pain you
may have and delays in matters.
 Family matters would be OK. But just take care.
 you could say this is the time to be cautious, to
do with the healing and care of the body. This is
the time when your body needs more attention
so exercise well, sleep well and eat well. Give
chance for new idea, but prefer not to start new
projects in this period. This is the time when
healing forces can help your body to get well
and better.


You could expect having date with lawyers or
people who make money from conflict. One
should sign documents carefully. One has to
keep tabs on deception at the home and
personal front. You could expect quarrels and
accidents but to control on your
 impulsiveness and carelessness in this period
would surely help to reduce them. This is a
period in which wars and rebellions start - so
watch it with care.


You have an opportunity to systematize your
life - so set your environment in order and close
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on all the odd ends.

 51 2020 43 n r e 19
 You may get a promotion this time. There could
be a change of place in office or within office.
 Time to restrategize and rethink about life.
 Travel and fun is not ruled out now.
 You may get less time for love and relationships
now.
 52 2021 44 j r e 15


Your office and home responsibilities increase
now.

 You will have a god time with family. Also at
career front your responsibilities would increase.
 Your work pressures could suddenly increase
and yes chance of you having higher salary and
position is much higher now.
 you could expect a mix of being bound and free
at the same time, not being able to make the
right decisions and laughter during this period
.This is the it you could expect to get favors
from others or receive money. There are
opportunities, but they can come only by
changing the present life style so that you are
able to come out of your present limitations.
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 There is a chance that you may change the
views that you have held since long.
 This is the time when contracts and
agreements should be signed with proper
care, plus not to allow yourself to be taken
advantage by other people. You should have
the ability to look beyond what is apparent at
the moment. Accept your limitations and try
to look beyond the limitation of the present
circumstances and you could get solutions
which will bring peace. The key is to learn to
laugh in this time.
 53 2022 45 e r e 19
 54 2023 46 e r e 19
 55 2024 47 e r e 19
 Definite enhancements and change in life. You
will be put in positions where you will have to
lead and deliver.
 Lot of changes and positive responsibilities could
come in.
 Ensure you don’t come in conflict with people in
office.
 Too much of work at office may take up your
time so ensure you don’t come in conflict with
family needs.
 2022 may mean a change of place and also very
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emotionally demanding time. You may gain in
money but take care of emotions and avoid over
emotionalism.
 2023 would mean definite change of
place/promotion and you will have to take
initiative and use your initiative to be successful
that would.
 2024 would mean lot of changes and travel for
you.
 you could expect love happening(if not married),
obstacles being overcome, new starting and
recognition of your efforts. This is a period for
love and marriage. You could expect
contentment and good fortune. You may expect
to happy re unions with your friends and family.
 You could expect this time period to bring a new
start for you, which will promise prosperity. Your
energy levels are high during this time. The
roadblocks will be cleared during this time. You
may want to control your impulsiveness during
this time. Selfishness also needs to control as it
could lead to breaking of relationships whether it
is personal or professional.
 The key is to keep an eye on every opportunity
that comes your way and have faith in ones
abilities-, which will lead you to success.
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 56 2025 48 e r r 23
 57 2026 49 e r r 23
 More of business meetings and travel could be
there on the cards for you.
 You will have a successful office and also
respectful socials life.
 Especially 2025 would be rewarding in terms fm
office meetings and social connections.
 Lot of work/fun and travel could be there in
2025.
 2026 could be mix of fun/change and travel and
also unexpected work and delay.
 this is a time in which one could expect help
from ones superiors ,protection from people in
power possibility of coming into limelight and
travel.
 This is the time you should try to listen to the
advice given to you by your superiors or people
who know about the area in which you have
questions.
 By doing this you have a higher chance of being
successful.
 There is a possibility of inheritance by the
process of settlement on land dealings or legal
cases.
 There is a possibility of your getting into new
contracts requiring quick decisions making.
Marriage is also a possibility. The changes
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happening could serve as seed for improvement
in fortune, finances and may be travel.
 It is advisable to not to get into quarrelsome
situations under this vibration.
 The key is to remain true to one's word and
being helpful to one's capacity will allow.

 58 2027 50 e k r 16
 59 2028 51 e k r 16
 A time to introspect and connect to GOD.
 Being spiritual could help. You have t be careful
from career point of view. Time to introspect
and get the best in life. You will have too guard
your position well. Sexual conduct and ego
needs to be in proper place.
 Family life may have issues by 2027 ending and
2028.
 You will have to guard your position and image
at office.
 you could expect reversals or loss of position,
accidents, having love affairs and unique
insights developing during this period.
 The key thing is that you could expect
overthrowing of present conditions by events
which you may not have thought of.
 This is time when you could suffer debacles on
the financial or business fronts. You may lose
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your position.
 Selfishness or over indulgence in sex could
lead to disastrous results like bankruptcy or
may be getting imprisoned.

 This could be a time of getting separated from
your loved one or you could atleast expect
some trouble.


This is the time when you should conserve your
energies. Risks are not advised during this
period be careful about accidents.
Listening to your inner voice will help you to
plan for the future. There is a high chance of
you getting inspiration from inside and propel
you to work away from selfishness and being
too much interested in sex for that matter. You
could expect good things turning up suddenly.
As is the loss emphasized in this vibration so is
the possibility of fame and prosperity.

 60 2029 52 e u r 17
 61 2030 44 e u r 17
 62 2031 45 e u r 17
 63 2032 46 v m r 17
 64 2033 47 v m r 17
 There could be excessive work on your lap. Also
some specialized kind of work could come in.
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 You will have to deal with excess work pressures
well.
 2030/31 would be OK- but 2032/33 would mean
much more work for you.
 But yes 2030 could mean excess work pressures
and issues at home front and yes office front
that you have to take care of.
 2031 means you have avoid clashes and
conflicts at home and family and keep guard.
 2032 means more of proving and 2032 means
more of travelling and UNexptected travels and
events.
 this period stands for good fortune, you getting
rewards, mediation and getting help .You can
call this period as fortunate as you will help of
all kinds, gifts, money and promotions. Your
business and other affairs will turn out to be in
your favor mostly. This is the time when you
could have good health, plus you could expect
to travel.
 There is vitality in your attitude. Your intuitive
faculties are enhanced in this period, and it is
suggested that if possible do some meditation.
Be confident and let not any doubt get into
your mind.
 65 2034 48 v m m 12
 66 2035 49 v m m 12
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 There could be more of socials and family events
and yes fun.
 But yes you will have a lot of work in 2035.
 2035 means excess work and yes restrictions on
your shoulders.
 2034 you may have more social/love and fun.
 this a period of reversal of things, waiting for
things to happen , change in your view points or
being submissive.
 Try to carefully look into inner meaning of
things. Try to
resolve conflicts by inner
reflection. Know for yourself that the problems
in this world are imposed by us and are caused
by the negativity in the mind we have. Hence
the key lies in changing your own thought
processes for your own good.
 Now the question remains that how can you
improve upon thought processes- so the way
out is surrender to GOD. That is by praying
to GOD and asking for right kind of guidance
from him.
Most of the matters will take care of themselves
in this period. One should normally avoid most of
the decision making during this period. Let the
time period work for you, just take observation of
the facts, reflect upon them & pray.
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Try to stay away from materialistic things under
this period as you could suffer reversal on the luck
or friends front. There is need for sacrifice
through this process of losses or trials. The key
lies in not fighting back, but remaining in a state
of acceptance so that you come out successful
through this.

 67 2036 50 s a m 6
 change your home or the way your looks like
from inside & outside, or may take up domestic
and community responsibility.
 The central focus is home during This period,
you could expect people come into or Leaves
your home by virtue of getting married, birth,
death or divorce or such other similar
occurrences. The possibility of changing home
is also indicated.
 This is the time when the chances are high that
you may get married or develop strong
friendship. You could expect people turning to
you For help as you tend to become relatively
more responsible during This time period. You
have to share the responsibility of other people
during This period. Responsibility should be
accepted cheerfully and harmony maintained.
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Any tendency to take too much of responsibility
should be avoided.
 You could be stimulated to take interest in arts
if you already have an inclination to Do so. You
could expect you getting more involved in
taking care of people or entertaining people. Put
your house and body in order.
 So the don'ts during This period are to not to
take unnecessary responsibilities and
commitments that go beyond your capacity.
Think deeply to address the obstacles that you
have to overcome during This time period. This
time periods stands For love so you could expect
a loving and rewarding creative period. The key
is to maintain balance and harmony try to make
your home a warm and lovable place For others
to come in.

 68 2037 51 a r m 14
 this period symbolizes sex, social and family
obligations, competition and pregnancy. In this
period you could expect a variety of
experiences happening that would urge you to
slow down and reflect about the previous
behavior. This is the time when you may want
to review your sexual behavior. In this period
you could expect pregnancy or accomplishments
in terms of innovation and artistic things.
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As indicated that you could expect competition
and to be successful in activities like politics or
business awareness of the alternatives is
needed. There is an element of risk also
associated which could materialize in terms of
losses in property or business. Family
obligations may need to be attended to. The key
success in this period is use of diplomacy and
persuasion.

 69 2038 52 n r a 15
 you could expect a mix of being bound and free
at the same time, not being able to make the
right decisions and laughter during this period
.This is the it you could expect to get favors
from others or receive money. There are
opportunities, but they can come only by
changing the present life style so that you are
able to come out of your present limitations.
There is a chance that you may change the
views that you have held since long.


This is the time when contracts and
agreements should be signed with proper care,
plus not to allow yourself to be taken
advantage by other people. You should have the
ability to look beyond what is apparent at the
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moment. Accept your limitations and try to look
beyond the limitation of the present
circumstances and you could get solutions which
will bring peace. The key is to learn to laugh in
this time.

The Total Numerology Power Report is Based
on the Ancient Wisdom of Pythagoras or sri
Yavancharya ji, who was a master of anka
ganit( he is attributed to find the Pythagoras
theorem), bija ganit(algebra) and anka jyotish
and swara shastra.He knew the connection of
the Celestial Vibration of the celestial sound
OM to planetary Sounds and yes the connection
of planets with Numbers. He connected
Mathematics & Numerology to Cosmos & GOD!
This POWER NUMEROLOGY REPORT is a over
50-60 page very powerful report that not only
helps us to align to Your Goals, so that you
know what STOPS you from Success and
Happiness and what could Help you to get
success and happiness in Life and in addition
also tells you what to exact in each year and
each month in coming 5 Years in Details. So in
brief it tells you how to be Successful & Happy
In Life. 
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REMEMVBER = SUCCESS & HAPPINESS comes
by ALIGNING with the BIG BOSS= GOD’s will 
ASTO-NUMEROLOGY in This REPORT HELPS
You to do so- By Aligning your actions &
thoughts more to divine purpose you are born
with by doing Right Things at Right Time and
with Right attitude, and hence getting more
and more rewards from cosmos naturally
A 50- 60 Page Highly Valuable Power
Numerology Report ,with a small investment
for Life that could transform your Life , for
Attracting Success,Love and Happiness in Life
Naturally towards you!
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